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Education
Present - 2020

Mahidol University International Demonstration School
3 years
G12: Sport science, Skill for life, Integrate Science
G11: Psychology
G10: Architect

2019 - 2010

Bangkok Christian College
9 years

2018

Southland Boys High School (New Zealand)
1 year

2009 - 2007

Lerthlah School
3 years

Activities
2021

Series shooting

2019

Special guest show at Indonesia
Yorch Yongsin’s dance team at 3 zaap show

One31’s series project

2020

Community service at านสามขา

BCC school’s birthday dance show

Create an activities for mountain tribal children

School’s Cheerleader at MUIDS

Workshop boy band project
1day gen 2 project

2019

Dance competitions
Popular vote and The best new comer award at
MBK cover dance

2018

Sport day Cheerleader at BCC

2017

Badminton competition at New Zealand
Rugby competition at New Zealand

10th place and popular vote at Watergate Pavilion
cover dance
11th place at Saint Gabriel

Dance show

2016

Summer school at USA

บ้

Salt Lake City Public Schools

As I live in my house during COVID-19, I have
found that the space of my house isn’t enough for
the 4 of us. So I decided to design a space which
suite our wants.

From my research, I tried a few kind of geometric
shape to find the shape that really suite what the
family want. As a result I found out that the shape
that suites the best is hexagon. Our family issues is
that we didn’t have the same style, me and my dad
doesn’t like to go outside a lot but my mom and
grandma like to go out. As you can see that when
the hexagon are overlap on each other there are
parts that leaves more outside space than other
shape.

Problem :
Acute angle in inner space
Outdoor = 8 %

Problem :
Acute angle in inner space
Outdoor = 10 %

Problem :
Acute angle in inner space
Outdoor = 5 %

Problem :
Acute angle in inner space
Outdoor = 30 %

Activities
Grandma: Gardening traveling, and yoga
Mom: Yoga and watch movies
Dad: Fitness, watch movies, and gaming
Me: Fitness, watch movies, and gaming

The diagram shows the activities in
each section of how each
person use their facilities.

The free space shows the different
between how each person in the family

Free space

uses the space which me and my dad
doesn’t use a lot because we only stay
inside but mom and grandma uses a
lot.

INTROVERT SPACE
Fourth floor is about me and
my dad. As I said before that
we don’t usually go outside of
the house.

COMMUNE SPACE
Third floor is a cinema room
which is the space that
everyone are involve in this
activities.

EXTROVERT SPACE
First and second floor are for
my mom and grandma. As I’ve
mentioned before that they
like to go outdoors a lot so
their are more space than the
fourth floor

Life Cycle

This project is made to make urban
e c o n o m y h a v e m o r e t r e e s , f l o w e r, a n d
reduce air pollution in the city. Also made
for people that stay in apartment and
wanted to have a pet which most
apartments don’t allow to.
Butterf lies lay eggs on a
leaf. After the eggs
hatched, the caterpillar
will eat the leaf as their
food. When it fully
collected their resource
it will then find a place
to become the stage of
larva. After a few days it
will change to chrysalis
stage and start to come
out as butterf ly form.

The diagram above shows the movement of butterf ly. As its
shown in the diagram that butterf ly travel from one f lower to
another f lower because it is attracted by the polen of the

From my research, I found out that the butterf ly travel about

f lower but when it lay eggs it will lay of a leaf instead of

70 miles a day which means that it move around 1.3 meter

f lower.

per second

This product is designed for butterfly
specially. Both side are transparent
because the plant need sunlight to
photosynthesis and so that people can see
the life cycle of butterfly. The type of
plants that are in the box and on top are
different type due to their behavior.

The leaf plant are put inside the box
because butterfly lay egg on the
leaf. After the eggs hatched, the
worm will eat the leaf that they lays
on. When it go the stage of larva the
caterpillar will move up to the bar
that is specially designed for the
larva

This is a picture of a city after having my
product in it. You can see how the
atmosphere looks abundance of natural
resources. It can be tell by how there are
many butterfly because if a place have many
butterflies it means that the place is very
naturally.

This project is about a ref lection of the old society

that

most old people want their children to become doctor

7-12

13-18

19-22

23-60

without asking them what they actually want and that
makes them feel stressful and causes harmful actions.
The requirement of going to a medical school is very
high. It requires Ielts, Toef l, CU-TEP, BMAT, SAT, and
GPAX which is very hard for a person to get a high score
on these subjects. Also, Thailand is a place that people
give high values to doctor so it make many people wanted
to become a doctor and it causes a high competition.

Timeline of parent’s expectations

Expectation
Most old people still have a mindset that their child
should study at triamudom because of their education and
how hard the competition of this school is. After finishing
high school, they would expected their child to go to
either Chulalongkorn or Thammasat University because it
is the 2 best University in Thailand. Lastly becoming a
doctor with a high income.

This costume shows how the doctor can’t control the patient by
wearing an inmate shirt that have long sleeves and his head is
covered by a mask.

This costume is inspired from inmates
costume combining with psycho
patient’s costume. The messy hair
shows how stressful this person is.

This news is about a doctor being
stabbed by the patient so the design
have a detail about the action that the
patient did.

This News was
about the doctor’s
suicidal. So the
design shows how
deathful and
stressful the doctor
was by using the
scythe, rope and
belt.

The design show two different type of people. First type of people are the people that are force to be a doctor
which they need to study hard and need to be on track. The second type of people are the people that aren’t being
force but they really wanted to be a doctor by themselves. These people will not be as stressful as the another type
of people because they can go hangout as much as they want but the other type can’t.
The first person costume are inspired by a doctor’s
costume combining with inmate and psycho’s costume.
I use the stripes of an inmates shirt to show how they
are being control in a rules like how the inmates are
being control in the prison. The long sleeves and the
belts are parts of the pyscho costume which also
represent how they can’t control their own actions.

The second person costume are also inspired by a
doctor’s costume and a designer's brand clothes. I
decided to cut the arm of the gown coat to show how
they are more comfortable to show their personality.
The dress and the accessories also shows how the
person are more comfortable to express their
achievements.

Sketch Draft

This project is created from my favorite childhood
character. Since I was a kid I really like to watch
everything about greek’s god. So I decided to
design these character into a game character. The
game that I choose is ROV which is also the game
that I have been playing for 5 years and it is one of
my favorite game.

Final Design

The King of the Gods and the god of
the sky, weather, law and order,
destiny and fate, and kingship. He
was represented as a powerful,

The god of the dead and the king of
the underworld. He presided over
funeral rites and fought for the
dead's right to a proper burial.

mature man with a strong build and a
thick beard. A lightning bolt, a royal
sword, and an eagle were his
signature symbols.

Olympian god of the sea,
earthquakes, floods, drought and
horses. He was shown as an oldest
brother with a strong body and

Hades was also the god of the

a beard holding a trident.

earth's hidden wealth, from the
fertile soil that nourished the seedgrain to the gold, silver, and other
metals that were mined.

Hades

Zeus

Poseidon

Each tower are designed from greek’s column which

There are 3 design of column because RoV have 3 layers of

related to the theme. Each decoration of the towers are

tower so I decide to design 3 type of towers.

inspired from the symbolic of each gods.

- Trident, water, wild celery, and dolphin symbolize
Poseidon.

- Lightning sword, lightning bolt, olive tree, and eagle
symbolize Zeus

- Royal scepter, fire/lava, asphodel and buffalo symbolize
Hades

Combination 1
Using isometric to illude wave
showing it pouring underneath

Hades Ultimate Skill
A sunken underground
Combination 2
Using isometric to illude thunder
showing it striking underneath

Poseidon Ultimate Skill
A god’s wave
Combination 3
Using isometric to illude thunder
and wave showing combination
of lines forming Pegasus

Skill effects
In RoV, there are 3 skills in each characters. The picture above shows 3
types of skills from 3 different characters when they combine together.
The first picture show Hades’s skill which is a hole that come from

Zeus Ultimate Skill
A Thunderous Wrath

hell. The second picture shows when Poseidon used his skill the
tsunami f lush down into the hole and causes an effect. Lastly, the last

Combination 4
Using isometric to illude all at once
Showing Pegasus diving into
hell to instantly kills enemy

picture shows when Zeus used his lightning struck from the air and
causes an effects of horse which is a symbol of Zeus and also struck
into the corpes that crawling up from hell.

This effects will only work if the players in the team uses these 3
character.

